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Despite being one of the oldest materials described in the chemical literature, graphitic carbon nitride \((\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4)\) has just recently experienced a renaissance as a highly active photocatalyst, and the metal-free polymer was shown to be able to generate hydrogen under visible light. The semiconductor nature of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) has triggered tremendous endeavors on its structural manipulation for enhanced photo(electro)chemical performance, aiming at an affordable clean energy future. While pursuing the stem of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) related catalysis (photocatalysis, electrocatalysis and photoelectrocatalysis), a number of emerging intrinsic properties of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) are certainly interesting, but less well covered, and we believe that these novel applications outside of conventional catalysis can be favorably exploited as well. Thanks to the general efforts devoted to the exploration and enrichment of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) based chemistry, the boundaries of this area have been possibly pushed far beyond what people could imagine in the beginning. This review strives to cover the achievements of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) related materials in these unconventional application fields for depicting the broader future of these metal-free and fully stable semiconductors. This review starts with the general protocols to engineer \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) micro/nanostructures for practical use, and then discusses the newly disclosed applications in sensing, bioimaging, novel solar energy exploitation including photocatalytic coenzyme regeneration, templating, and carbon nitride based devices. Finally, we attempt an outlook on possible further developments in \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) based research.

1. Introduction

Carbon nitride oligomers and polymers have a pretty long history. The first example in the carbon nitride family could be traced back to the 1830s, when Berzelius and Liebig, respectively, reported the general formula \((\text{C}_3\text{N}_3\text{H}_3)\), and coined the notation “melon”.1,2 Since 1989, work has been inspired by Liu and Cohen’s theoretical prediction that the \(\beta\)-polymorph of hydrogen-free \(\text{C}_3\text{N}_4\) would be a super hard material.3 Meanwhile, graphitic carbon nitride \((\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4)\) has attracted much attention, as it is the most stable allotrope. Being structurally similar to graphite, \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) bears strong covalent C–N bonds instead of C–C bonds in each layer, while the layers are bound by van der Waals forces, only. The framework topology identified in most “real-world” \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) substances is a defect-rich, N-bridged “poly(tri-s-triazine)”. The tri-s-triazine ring structure and the high degree of condensation provide the polymer with high stability with respect to thermal (up to 600 °C in air) and chemical attack (for example, acid, base, and organic solvents), and an appealing electronic structure, \(\text{i.e.}\) being a medium-bandgap, indirect semiconductor. These features principally already allow its direct use in sustainable chemistry as a multifunctional heterogeneous metal-free catalyst.

However, \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) was not used as a metal-free heterogeneous catalyst until 2006 when a mesoporous version was used for catalyzing Friedel–Crafts reaction.4 The subsequent discovery of visible-light-driven photocatalytic activity of \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) for hydrogen evolution by the same group in 2009 disclosed \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\) as a new generation of metal-free polymeric photocatalysts.5 Since then, the number of studies on the catalytic, electrocatalytic, and photocatalytic performance of graphitic carbon nitride has been steadily increasing.4,5 Future energy and environmental issues by developing facile and economic visible-light-driven photocatalysts for environment remediation and energy conversion have been addressed, such as photocatalytic \(\text{H}_2\) evolution from water, photo-degradation of organic pollutants, photoelectric conversion, \(\text{CO}_2\) activation, and other important catalytic reactions. Selecting “graphitic carbon nitride” as a topic in the search engine of Web of Science, over 1900 publications could be found, indicating the enormous interest in \(\text{g-C}_3\text{N}_4\). Meanwhile and by all these joint efforts, a bunch of breakthrough studies have
appeared on the stage, for instance, the quantum efficiency of g-C₃N₄ based photocatalytic hydrogen evolution with a sacrificial agent now exceeds 7%.⁶ The graphitic carbon nitride based composite (with polypyrrole and carbon quantum dots, respectively) revealed the potential for accomplishing overall water splitting.⁷ An electrocatalyst composed of graphenes and carbon nitrides, only, can potentially replace platinum catalysts in electrochemical hydrogen evolution.⁸⁻¹¹ The future practical application of g-C₃N₄ for sustainable chemistry is thus coming closer and becoming visible.

The rediscovery of g-C₃N₄ spurred the interest in other versatile applications also. This can be exemplified by intensive interest in the investigation of its sensing properties.¹² Usually, structuring of g-C₃N₄ into controlled morphologies, especially its shaped nanosheets, substantially helps the enhancement of response and consequently the sensitivity, leading to the rapid development of nanosheet based sensors with a superior detection limit for different targets.¹³,¹⁴ Coupling with other substances (graphene, semiconductors, metals, etc.) could boost the sensing capabilities, and importantly, bring out a new sensing mechanism. While structuring plays important roles in the development of g-C₃N₄ based sensing, progress in discovering the novel intrinsic properties of g-C₃N₄, such as its suitability for two-photon absorbance,¹⁵ is becoming a key to understand this material in a broader context. For instance, an alternative for traditional fluorescence sensing has been developed based on a new electrochemical phenomenon of g-C₃N₄, i.e. electrogenerated chemiluminescence.¹⁶

The facile structural manipulation and amazing phenomena recently discovered have extended g-C₃N₄ based research from sensing to bioimaging, solar cells, nanoarchitecture processes, and nonvolatile memory devices.¹⁷⁻²⁰

The advantageous features of g-C₃N₄ (simple composition, facile synthesis, low cost, and rich chemistry) have therefore stimulated researchers in a broader range, however inspiring reviews so far have mainly focused on graphitic carbon nitride for (photo)catalysis.²¹⁻²³ In the present review article, we intend to close this gap and target a relatively comprehensive and updated review on its emerging applications beyond catalysis. As many of these novel applications and modifications come with inherent features also useful for photocatalysis, we expect that with the new properties of g-C₃N₄ being continually discovered, scientists with different research backgrounds will inspire each other, thus enabling faster, further progress of carbon nitride and other related research studies.

2. g-C₃N₄ family with diverse micro-/nanostructures

The intense recent studies led to the generation of a g-C₃N₄ family with abundant micro-/nanostructures and morphologies, which are still being extended every day. Synthetic routes,
condensation temperatures, and the material compositions and morphologies are important factors to determine the attained structure and morphology, which strongly relate to its properties and applications of g-C₃N₄. Furthermore, vivid structural manipulation has always been driven by specific functionality/performance expectations, which gives rise to particular micro/nanoarchitectures, such as mesoporous structures, nanosheets, nanorods, hierarchical structures and films. In order to give reader a clearer picture of the available morphologies also for non-conventional applications, an overview over synthesized nanostructures is given. Though being challenging, we classify herein in terms of the decrease of dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 Bulky g-C₃N₄

Bulk g-C₃N₄ usually served as the benchmark material for comparison. Bulky g-C₃N₄ can be simply obtained by the thermal condensation of a variety of nitrogen-rich precursors without direct C–C bonding, such as cyanamide, dicyandiamide, melamine, thiourea, urea, or mixtures. However, such kinds of bulky carbon nitride materials obtained by this route are bulk materials which possess a very low surface area, normally below 10 m²g⁻¹. Not long ago, Jun and Shalom independently developed a method to synthesize g-C₃N₄ with a relatively high surface area by utilizing the pre-organized supramolecular complex of melamine and cyanuric acid, thus allowing the direct access of rather small crystals by topotactic transformation.²⁴,²⁵ It is to be mentioned that in typical bulk processes, the specific surface area of such topotactical template structures can reach 60–80 m²g⁻¹.

2.2 Mesoporous g-C₃N₄

Porosity control is becoming important for the diversified applications of g-C₃N₄. Mesoporous g-C₃N₄ (abbreviated as mpg-C₃N₄) can be obtained by nanocasting/replication of silica spheres or mesoporous silica objects, a process well established for mesostructured materials.²⁶ In a typical synthesis, commercially available silica sol and cyanamide are mixed in aqueous solutions. After the complete removal of water in an oil bath, the resulting composite is transferred to a crucible with a lid and heated for 4 h at 550 °C to condense the precursor into polymeric carbon nitride. After dissolving the silica template by ammonia hydrogen difluoride, mpg-C₃N₄ could be obtained with surface areas of up to 350 m²g⁻¹. g-C₃N₄ monoliths inheriting the structure from a templated precursor while featuring porous inner structure were also reported.⁹ Uniformly distributed carbon nitride particles with mesopores could be also obtained by etched/synthesized silica sphere templating.⁷,²⁷,²⁸

2.3 g-C₃N₄ nanosheets and thin films

Inspired by the huge success of graphene exfoliated from bulk graphite, the rational extension of the graphene strategy to layered g-C₃N₄ is possible. This is based on the fact that the structure is set-up by a graphite-like layered structure with strong C–N covalent bonding in-plane and weak van der Waals interaction across the layers. Zhang et al. reported a sonication-assisted liquid-exfoliation top-down method to prepare thin-layer g-C₃N₄ nanosheets from bulk g-C₃N₄.¹⁷,²⁹,³⁰ It is known that the layered materials can be successfully exfoliated in solvent media with surface energy matching with the materials. Zhang et al. also calculated the surface energy of g-C₃N₄ as 115 mJ m⁻², higher than that of water (~72 mJ m⁻²). Compared with graphene with a surface energy of around 45 mJ m⁻², carbon nitride nanosheets are therefore very polar/polarizable and attract each other, but also other substances perpendicular to the planes about 3 times as strong as graphenes. Due to the strong repulsion from surface charges among nanosheets, dispersions of ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets are however usually very stable, sometimes without precipitating upon standing for more than several months. There are also other protocols reported for acquiring such two dimensional structures. Niu et al. developed a facile thermal-oxidation route to exfoliate the dicyandiamide-derived bulky g-C₃N₄ into nanosheets with a high surface area of 300 m²g⁻¹.¹¹ Crystalline carbon nitride nanosheets were reported by the exfoliation of as-obtained poly(triazine imide) synthesized by the ionothermal synthesis.³²,³³

As an ideally infinite extension of a nanosheet in two dimensions, thin films of g-C₃N₄ are crucial for the development of flat devices. The first conductive layers for electrode applications were reported by Shalom et al., however still afflicted with grain boundaries and interstitial voids.¹⁰ Liu et al. developed a nanoconfinement method to fabricate graphitic carbon nitride films directly on conductive substrates.¹⁴ An “ink” (cyanamide aqueous solution) infiltrated anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) stamp is found to be capable of “ink-jetting” carbon nitride films featuring regular microstructures of the stamp onto the substrates.
via in situ “chemical vapor deposition” (CVD). Bian et al. simplified the synthesis by putting a substrate covering the crucible mouth and the g-C3N4 film could also obtained after the “CVD” process. However, the absence of the AAO template led to a lack of control over the film morphology.35 To endow carbon nitride films with more functionalities, Jia and coworkers developed a hierarchical macro-/mesoporous carbon nitride film on any desired substrate by employing dual templates, and the film was found to be useful in sensing applications.36

2.4 One dimensional g-C3N4 nanowires/nanorods/nanotubes

By virtue of smooth carrier transport, nanostructured g-C3N4 in its one dimensional forms could promise the potential electrical/optoelectric properties and photocatalytic applications as well. Taking advantage of the porous channel of AAO, Li et al. reported the fabrication of g-C3N4 nanorods, however, inter-rod hexagonal packing of the template was not successfully transferred in the final sample.37 Liu et al. found that using suitable diatom frustules with smaller size as templates, cyanamide could be condensed inside the diatom frustule channels, and thereby hierarchical carbon nitride arrays could be obtained after removing the diatom template.38 While nanorod structures are very common for g-C3N4 synthesis, the larger length-aspect ratio counterpart, g-C3N4 nanowires, is relatively rare to find in the literature. Liu et al. reported a special diatom frustule mediated direct growth of g-C3N4 nanowires from the underlying substrate.39 Zhao et al. reported the large scale synthesis of nitrogen-rich carbon nitride microfibers by thermal evaporation of as-synthesized graphitic carbon nitride.40

Guo et al. reported the direct synthesis of carbon nitride nanotubes with inner diameters of 50–100 nm and wall thicknesses of 20–50 nm with the correct C/N ratio stoichiometry. The high yield synthesis was accomplished via a simple benzene-thermal process involving the reaction of C2N4Cl2 with NaN3 in a Teflon-lined autoclave at 220 °C without using any catalyst or template.41 Li et al. adopted a high pressure route at elevated temperature, and they synthesized carbon nitride nanobelts and nanotubes through the polycondensation of dicyandiamide (H2C2N4) and melamine (C6H6N6) at 290 °C and 4.5–5 MPa.42 Bian et al. reported the synthesis of carbon nitride nanotubes by using porous anodic aluminum oxide membranes as templates through a polymerization reaction between ethylenediamine and carbon tetrachloride, with the final material acting as a catalyst support for cyclohexene dehydrogenation.43 However, the carbon-to-nitrogen ratio of the material was 4.9 (significantly higher than the theoretical value of 0.75) and is thereby presumably better described as an N-doped carbon.

2.5 g-C3N4 zero dimensional quantum dots (QDs)

As a metal-free polymeric material, g-C3N4 QDs have the advantages of bright fluorescence, good stability, water-solubility, biocompatibility, and nontoxicity, making them good candidates in place of traditional QDs. In 2005, Groenewolt et al. synthesized carbon nitride QDs in mesoporous silica host matrices by sacrificial templating, and the 5 nm sized QD showed blueshifted photoluminescence compared with the bulky counterpart.26 Highly blue fluorescent graphitic carbon nitride QDs were synthesized using a simple microwave mediated method from formamide by Barman et al.44 Zhang et al. developed fairly simple and green hydrothermal treatment of bulk g-C3N4 to form fluorescent g-C3N4 dots with blue emission, while Zhou et al. adopted a solid phase method to obtain such fluorescent dots.45,46

2.6 g-C3N4 composites

A large number of substances have been coupled with g-C3N4 to form compositions, including metal oxides (e.g., TiO2, ZnO, WO3, Cu2O, In2O3, Fe2O3, CdS, BiVO4, graphene, carbon quantum dots and polypyrrole). Two types of synthetic methods are mainly employed for the synthesis of g-C3N4 based composites. The first one is mixing the substance with a carbon nitride precursor followed by the thermal condensation at desired temperature; the second one is the post-treatment of the substance with as-formed g-C3N4 by deposition or simply mixing. By combining with a diatom frustule template using the “incipient wetness impregnation” method, Liu et al. could deposit g-C3N4 coating onto the frustule and therefore an artificial “photosynthetic membrane” was built.47

3. Intrinsic features/properties of graphitic carbon nitride

3.1 Being metal free

Its merit of being metal free has always been linked with graphitic carbon nitride from the very beginning. The constitution elements for g-C3N4 are just C, N, and usually residual hydrogen in defects and for surface termination. It is noteworthy that the fabrication of an ideal graphitic carbon nitride with a C/N stoichiometric ratio of 0.75 is very difficult. Elemental analysis could provide evidence for incomplete condensation and the coupled excess of nitrogen. An average C/N atomic ratio of 0.72 is usually obtained (comparing with the theoretical 0.75), as well as trace but not ignorable amounts of hydrogen (2%) from uncondensed amino functions. The simple constitution of g-C3N4 renders the materials nontoxic and biocompatible for some biological applications. Zhang et al. investigated the biocompatibility and nontoxicity of g-C3N4 by incubating the HeLa cells with g-C3N4 materials.17 It turned out that the HeLa cells could maintain activity after incubation with g-C3N4 nanosheets with concentrations of up to 600 μg mL−1 in aqueous solution.

3.2 Optical properties

Optical properties including diffuse reflectance spectroscopy and photoluminescence are important for various applications. The optical properties of graphitic carbon nitride are usually characterized by UV/Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy and photoluminescence. As illustrated in the diffuse reflectance spectrum, graphitic carbon nitride shows the typical absorption pattern of an organic semiconductor with a bandgap onset adsorption at about 420 nm. Graphitic carbon nitride usually exhibits strong blue photoluminescence at room temperature. The luminescence is observed over a wide range (430–550 nm)
and has a maximum at about 470 nm. Zhang et al. demonstrated the luminescence of g-C₃N₄ to be dependent on condensation temperature.¹⁸ Electrically generated chemiluminescence of g-C₃N₄ was also discovered.¹⁶,⁴⁹

g-C₃N₄ was also shown to possess a favorable two-photon absorbance behavior.¹⁵ g-C₃N₄ could simultaneously absorb two near-infrared photons and emit bright fluorescence in the visible light region. Zhang et al. showed that when excited by the 780 nm red laser, g-C₃N₄ emitted strong green light.¹⁵ However, there is a large red shift of the emission spectrum of g-C₃N₄ through two-photon excitation with respect to one-photon excitation, while for other semiconductors, the emission spectra of two-photon and one-photon excitation are located at about the same position.

### 3.3 Being a polymer semiconductor

g-C₃N₄ possesses a bandgap of ca. 2.7 eV, with the conductive band (CB) and valence band (VB) positions, respectively, at ca. −1.1 eV and ca. +1.6 eV vs. normal hydrogen electrodes (NHEs). This underlines that it can be a visible-light-active photocatalyst for overall water splitting. The suitable electronic band structure also makes carbon nitride a promising candidate for solar energy converting systems, such as photoelectrochemical cells.

### 3.4 Stability

Thermogravimetric analysis of g-C₃N₄ showed that this material can endure thermally up to 600 °C. A strong endothermic peak appears at 630 °C, paralleled by the consecutive complete weight loss, which indicates that the thermal decomposition and vaporization of the fragments have started at this temperature. The complete decomposition of carbon nitrides occurs up to 750 °C, and no residue of the material is left afterwards. On the one hand, this thermal stability is one of the highest for an organic material, which is fantastic for high temperature applications. The thermal stability of carbon nitride would be slightly different in terms of various preparation procedures, which is caused by the different degrees of condensation. On the other hand, the decomposition temperature is still lower than the graphitization temperature of carbon, which suggests the possibility for acting as templates for synthesizing a refined carbon nanostructure.

The excellent chemical stability against acid corrosion was also revealed in the study of other properties. Zhang and coworkers found out that the dispersion of g-C₃N₄ could form a true solution.⁵⁰ The recovered material g-C₃N₄ from acid solution still possessed a predominant (002) peak in the X-ray diffraction spectrum, indicating that g-C₃N₄ could easily restack. In addition, g-C₃N₄ nanosheets or single-layered quantum dots in neutral water are usually negatively charged (with a zeta potential of around −40 mV).¹⁵,⁵¹,⁵² The highly negative surface charge endows the stable suspension of g-C₃N₄ nanostructures in aqueous solution, which could stand still for several weeks without aggregation or precipitation.

### 3.5 Crystal structure of idealized g-C₃N₄

As is well known, carbon nitrides can exist in several allotropes with diverse properties, and the graphitic phase is regarded as the most stable under ambient conditions.²³ Triazine units (C₃N₃) had been proposed as some of the basic building blocks of g-C₃N₄. The other structural models, tri-s-triazine (heptazine, C₆N₇) rings, which are structurally close to the Melon structure, are more energetically favored building blocks of g-C₃N₄ than triazine.²³,⁵³ The triazine or tri-s-triazine rings are cross-linked by trigonal nitrogen atoms to form extended networks, as seen in Fig. 2.

### 4. Emerging applications of g-C₃N₄

#### 4.1 g-C₃N₄ based sensing

**4.1.1 Sensing relying on luminescence.** In industrial and mining areas, large amounts of toxic metal ions have been released into the natural environment, which has raised great concerns over monitoring and detecting related compounds. Chemical sensing using fluorescence to signal a molecular recognition event was firstly demonstrated in the early 1980s. To date, the fluorescence techniques have been seen as important and feasible detection methods, and the literature on that is well developed using various fluorescent probes for various metal ions, including fluorescent metal nanoparticles, organic dyes, and semiconductor or metal quantum dots, and so on.⁵⁴ The sensing mechanism is based on the altered probe fluorescence intensity in the presence of the detected ions. Considering the obvious drawbacks of the previous fluorescent probes such as easy oxidation, photobleaching, toxicity, high cost, and potentially
low photoresponse, it is promising to develop highly fluorescent metal-free nanomaterials with pronounced photostability and low toxicity.

What makes g-C$_3$N$_4$ an ideal candidate for fluorescence sensing is the really extremely stable photoluminescence intensity against photobleaching. Lee et al. reported the utilization of g-C$_3$N$_4$ to detect trace amounts of copper metal ions in aqueous solutions. The employed mpg-C$_3$N$_4$ showed highly selective and sensitive photoluminescence quenching response to Cu$^{2+}$ without interference by other metal ions, and the detection limit was determined as 12.3 nM. Given that the nanosheets offer a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio and expose all of its coordination points to metal ions, it is reasonable to develop g-C$_3$N$_4$-nanosheet based fluorosensors for metal ions with an expected even higher detection rate and sensitivity. Tian et al. indeed found that ultrathin g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets obtained by ultrasonication-assisted liquid exfoliation could serve as effective fluorescent probes for the sensitive and selective detection of Cu$^{2+}$ with detection limit as low as 0.5 nM. The fluorescence of g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets was quenched by Cu$^{2+}$ via a photoinduced electron transfer, as the redox potential of Cu$^{2+}$/Cu$^+$ lies in between the CB and the VB of g-C$_3$N$_4$. They further made a test paper with a naked-eye detection limit of 0.1 nM and expanded the g-C$_3$N$_4$ based sensing systems by developing a highly sensitive glucose optical detector based on the same fluorescence quenching mechanism. The fluorescence of g-C$_3$N$_4$ was firstly quenched by the sandwiched MnO$_2$, while the to-be-tested glutathione molecule could restore the fluorescence by eliminating electron transfer from g-C$_3$N$_4$ to MnO$_2$. The detection limit for the glutathione molecule was determined to be 0.2 µM under optimal conditions. The authors further successfully applied the developed sensor for visualizing and monitoring the change of intracellular glutathione in living cells.

g-C$_3$N$_4$ was found to be able to quench the fluorescence of fluorophores labeled on DNA, which is different from the previously reported label-free sensing. Based on the investigation of the interaction between DNA and g-C$_3$N$_4$, Wang et al. found that the strong affinity between single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and g-C$_3$N$_4$ led to a fast fluorescence-quenching phenomenon through the photoinduced electron which transfers from the excited fluorophore to the conductive band of g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets (Fig. 3). Utilizing the affinity change of g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets toward ssDNA probes upon the specific recognition of target analytes (such as RNA, proteins, small molecules and some ions), the quenching effect has been employed to design a universal strategy for homogeneous fluorescence based sensing.

The investigation of chemiluminescence behavior of g-C$_3$N$_4$ with different co-reactants provides another effective way for developing g-C$_3$N$_4$ based luminescent sensors. Cheng et al. reported the cathodic electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) behavior of g-C$_3$N$_4$ with K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$ as a coreactant, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The electrochemically reduced g-C$_3$N$_4$ by the injected electron from the electrode could react with K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$ to generate a cathodic ECL. Though the formation of an excited state of g-C$_3$N$_4$ in electrogenerated chemiluminescence is different from the direct bandgap excitation in photoluminescence, the maximum emission of both types of luminescence is situated at the same wavelength, suggesting that identical excited states

![Fig. 3](image-url) (a) Fluorescence on and off for sensing based on pristine g-C$_3$N$_4$. (b) Fluorescence off and on for sensing based on the g-C$_3$N$_4$ composite. (c) Schematic representation of the g-C$_3$N$_4$–MnO$_2$ nanocomposite for sensing of glutathione. (Adapted with permission from ref. 58. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.)
are generated. The cathodic ECL of g-C$_3$N$_4$ was used to detect Cu$^{2+}$, with a limit of detection at 0.9 nM. Likewise, anodic ECL could also be established. Liu et al. also utilized anodic ECL with a g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheet electrode to sense dopamine based on the same fluorescence quenching mechanism.

4.1.2 Sensing based on electrochemistry. N-doped carbons have received considerable attention due to the strong electron donor nature of nitrogen which should enhance the collective p bonding, leading to the improved stability, electron transfer rate, and hence durability of the carbon supports during electrocatalytic processes.

In general, N-doping can be achieved by either “post-doping”, namely post-synthesis treatment of carbons by N-containing chemicals, or in situ doping, i.e., direct synthesis of nanostructured carbons involving N-containing precursors. In this regard, carbon nitride, a carbon-like material that is highly enriched with nitrogen and that can be readily obtained through the condensation of cyanamide, may also serve as a potential component and a nitrification agent for electrochemical applications.

Zhang et al. synthesized the two-dimensional mpg-C$_3$N$_4$ and utilized the obtained material as a nitrification agent for an...
The morphology of the g-C3N4 materials affects their electrochemical performance. Structuring g-C3N4 into a nanosheet by sonication delamination, Xu et al. fabricated a g-C3N4 nanosheet-based electrode and constructed a photoelectrochemical sensor. They found that the photocurrent of the g-C3N4 modified indium tin oxide (abbreviated as ITO) electrode was obviously enhanced after adding Cu2+. They claimed that a good linear relationship could be obtained between the photocurrent increase and the concentration of Cu2+ over the range from 0 to 7.6 μM. The photocurrent enhancement was ascribed to the electron accepting character of Cu2+, which was thought to contribute to an improved electron/hole separation occurring on the g-C3N4 nanosheet electrode under illumination.

In terms of the moderate conductivity of g-C3N4, which unfortunately limits its application and greatly affects its performance in the field of electrochemistry, composite formation is advised for better performance and more diverse applications. A nanocomposite made up of ultrathin g-C3N4 and TiO2 was utilized as a sensing element in a photoelectrochemical platform with a thin layer structured flow-cell configuration for real-time evaluation of global antioxidant capacity (Fig. 6). It was found that the combination of the nanosheet and the nanoparticle outperformed the single component in terms of optoelectronic function performances. The photoelectrochemical platform could fully overcome the major interference or poisoning problems that other antioxidant capacity assays usually suffered from while also featuring advantages such as rapid response time, high sensitivity, long-lasting stability and minimal sample requirement. Dong and coworkers developed a electrochemical humidity sensor (as shown in Fig. 7) based on Li+ intercalated g-C3N4 nanosheets. They attributed the ultrafast response and recovery time to the unique two-dimensionally intercalated structure in which Li species linked with nitrogen of g-C3N4 could make protons conductive in the first adsorbed water layer. The response and recovery time of the g-C3N4 sensor outperformed most of the traditional oxide ceramic-based sensors under similar testing conditions.

Since g-C3N4 can be considered as an analogue of graphite with N substitution, the interaction between graphene and g-C3N4 nanostructures, especially nanosheets, is highly promising. As described by Du et al., the strong electronic coupling of g-C3N4 and graphene and the charge transfer at the graphene/g-C3N4 interface enhance the electron conductivity of g-C3N4. Based on such heterojunction concepts, Zheng et al. found that the coupling of these two layered materials resulted in comparable or even better performance in electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction than that of traditionally chosen metals. Hu et al. found out that by employing differential pulse voltammetry, a g-C3N4 nanosheet/graphene oxide (GO) composite modified electrode exhibits distinguished electrocatalytic activity towards the oxidation of ascorbic acid, dopamine and uric acid, respectively, but could also be used for the detection of urine.

In addition to the fluorescence “on/off” mechanism mediated by g-C3N4 and its composites, the sensing can also be feasibly based on adsorption. Jia et al. developed hierarchically ordered macro-/mesostructured g-C3N4 films by using a combination of the P123 block copolymer and monodispersed polystyrene spheres as dual templates. The obtained pristine g-C3N4 film showed excellent adsorption capability for acidic molecules. Interestingly, the adsorption properties can be reverted by a simple treatment with UV light and oxygen that generates COOH and N-oxide groups on the surface, which tune the adsorption selectivity to basic molecules.

To give readers a scenario of how g-C3N4 based sensors are progressing, Table 1 is illustrated to summarize briefly the overall sensing parameters including the sensing probe, response time, linear range, and detection limit that those state-of-the-art sensors have achieved.

### 4.2 g-C3N4 in biomedical applications

A biocompatible material should satisfy the requirements of biosafety (no negative responses) and biofunctionality (ability to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>g-C3N4 based structures for sensing</th>
<th>Detection limit</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>Response time</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c-mpg</td>
<td>12.3 nM</td>
<td>10–100 nM</td>
<td>10 min</td>
<td>Fluorescence quenching</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNSs</td>
<td>0.5 nM</td>
<td>0–1 × 10⁴</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Fluorescence quenching</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-CNSs</td>
<td>0.05 μM</td>
<td>5 × 10⁻⁷ ~ 1 × 10⁻⁵ M</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Optical absorbance</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNSs</td>
<td>0.5 μM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C3N4/MnO2</td>
<td>18 ng mL⁻¹</td>
<td>0.05–5 μg mL⁻¹</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>Fluorescence quenching</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C3N4/carbon</td>
<td>0.2 μM</td>
<td>0–250 μM</td>
<td>6 min</td>
<td>Fluorescence recovery</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS/C</td>
<td>0.9 nM</td>
<td>2.5–100 nM</td>
<td>200 s</td>
<td>Chemiluminescence quenching</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C3N4 NS</td>
<td>96 μM</td>
<td>1.0 nM to 100 nM</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Chemiluminescence quenching</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C3N4 film</td>
<td>2.1 nM</td>
<td>3.0–30 nM</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>Fluorescence quenching</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- CNSs — Cationic surfactant nanosheets
- CNS/C — Cationic surfactant/graphene oxide composite
- CNS — Cationic surfactant
- g-C3N4 — Graphitic carbon nitride
- NADH — Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
- Li+ — Lithium ion
- Li — Lithium
- Ascorbic acid
- Dopamine
- Uric acid
- COOH — Carboxylic acid
- N-oxide — Nitrooxide
- ITO — Indium tin oxide
- P123 — Polyethylene oxide
- UV — Ultraviolet
- GO — Graphene oxide
- COOH — Carboxyl group
- Li+ — Lithium ion
- Li — Lithium
- Ascorbic acid
- Dopamine
- Uric acid
- COOH — Carboxylic acid
- N-oxide — Nitrooxide
- ITO — Indium tin oxide
- P123 — Polyethylene oxide
- UV — Ultraviolet
Benefiting from the inherent blue light photoluminescence with high quantum yields, high stability and good biocompatibility, g-C₃N₄ meets the above requirements. Therefore, g-C₃N₄ can be studied as a platform for performing a designed task.⁶⁶
for bio-related applications, and actually, it is already becoming an important candidate for bioimaging application.

Zhang et al. carried out first-principles density-functional calculations to study the electronic structure of the bulk and g-C₃N₄ nanosheet, respectively (as illustrated in Fig. 8).¹⁷ The calculated density of states (DOS) of single-layered g-C₃N₄ nanosheets shows an obvious increase at the conduction band edge with respect to the bulk counterpart, indicating that the atomically thick g-C₃N₄ nanosheets possess more charge carriers. Therefore, it is anticipated that the two-dimensional ultrathin

---

**Fig. 8** (a) Schematic illustration of the liquid-exfoliation process from bulk g-C₃N₄ to ultrathin nanosheets. (b) Photograph of bulk g-C₃N₄ and suspension of ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets. (c) A theoretically perfect crystal structure of g-C₃N₄ projected along the z-axis. (d) TEM image of the ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheet; the inset of (a) is the Tyndall effect of the ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheet dispersed in water. (e) Normalized photoluminescence spectra of bulk g-C₃N₄ and ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets. (f) Confocal fluorescence image and (g) overlay image of bright field and confocal fluorescence images of the HeLa cells incubated with ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets for about 1 h. (Adapted with permission from ref. 17. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.)
g-C₃N₄ nanosheets show improved response compared to the bulk counterpart. The cell biocompatibility experiment indicated that with the incubated nanosheet concentration up to 600 μg mL⁻¹, HeLa cells did not lose cell activity and could maintain their normal morphology, suggesting an excellent biocompatibility of the g-C₃N₄ nanosheets. The confocal fluorescence microscopy tests thereby demonstrated that unfunctionalized ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets could be used as promising biomarkers for the labeling of the cell’s membranes. They further found out that g-C₃N₄ in such situations could undergo two-photon absorption (TPA), which opens the possibility of employing g-C₃N₄ as a TPA probe. In two-photon fluorescence bioimaging, it was shown that g-C₃N₄ quantum dots could effectively pass through the nuclear pore complex and penetrate into the nuclei. Compared with one photon fluorescence imaging, the two photon fluorescence imaging with g-C₃N₄ QD allowed us to sharply distinguish the position and details of the cell nuclei.¹⁵

g-C₃N₄ nanosheets could also serve as potential photosensitizers and pH-responsive drug nanocarriers for cancer imaging and therapy.⁶⁷ Unlike many conventional sensitizers which suffer from poor solubility in water, photobleaching phenomena and low selectivity, g-C₃N₄ nanosheets are capable of generating reactive oxygen species for killing cancer cells efficiently under low-intensity light irradiation (20 mW cm⁻²). The nanosheets herein could also be used as nanocarriers for loading the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX), and the release could be triggered by pH changes. In addition, due to the high surface-to-volume ratio, g-C₃N₄ nanosheets bear an ultrahigh capacity for DOX loading. Interestingly, the fluorescence of g-C₃N₄ nanosheets enabled the direct visualization of the delivery process of DOX.

Tang and coworkers used g-C₃N₄ nanosheets synthesized from pyrolysis of guanidine hydrochloride as probes for in vitro imaging of biothiols (cysteine, homocysteine, and glutathione) in biological fluids. They found that these g-C₃N₄ materials exhibited an intense, long-persistent luminescence even after the removal of the excitation source.⁶⁸ Ag⁺ ions were used to quench the persistent luminescence of g-C₃N₄ via electron transfer, and the persistent luminescence could be switched on again by interrupting the quenching interaction between g-C₃N₄ and Ag⁺ through the addition of biothiols. The strong and specific affinity of biothiols to Ag⁺ results in the desorption of Ag⁺ from the g-C₃N₄ surface, which explained the recovery of the persistent luminescence. According to the authors, it is possible to observe the sensing capability by measuring the afterglow image using CCD imaging.

### 4.3 g-C₃N₄ for novel solar energy exploitation

g-C₃N₄ is capable of catalyzing hydrogen/oxygen evolution and CO₂ reduction under bandgap excitation and in the presence of suitable cocatalysts and/or sacrificial agents. It was found that the g-C₃N₄ based composite such as g-C₃N₄/C or g-C₃N₄/polypyrrole could directly split water under visible light irradiation, which can be seen as the mandatory next step.⁶⁸⁶⁹ However, the conversion of light to fuel, with fuels being usually a low value commodity, at an affordable price and on a large scale is still a long-range goal. On the long journey to fulfill the challenging goal of artificial photosynthesis, the photogenerated electron or hole could be possibly used more valuably and efficiently by integrating photochemistry with other established conventional systems striving for high value synthesis.

For instance, cofactor (NADH or FAD) regeneration is important for sustainable enzymatic synthesis, especially when considering that the interest of applying enzymes in organic synthesis is increasing. Compared with the conventional electrochemical or enzymatic regeneration, the photocatalytic regeneration method is promising in the view of using light as the only input. Inspired by the photosynthesis in diatoms, a g-C₃N₄ based diatom frustule membrane reactor was recently developed for NADH regeneration in the presence of [Cp*Rh(bpy)Cl]Cl as an electron and proton mediator, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The photochemically regenerated NADH could be used to feed enzymatic reactions.⁷⁰ The in situ NADH regeneration rate is high enough to reverse the biological pathway of the three consecutive dehydrogenase enzymes (formate dehydrogenase, formaldehyde dehydrogenase, and alcohol dehydrogenase, respectively), which allows for instance the successive conversion of formaldehyde to methanol and also the reduction of carbon dioxide to methanol.³⁸ Liu and coworkers further developed a sacrificial templating route for constructing mesoporous g-C₃N₄ spheres and a high-throughput method for the synthesis of nanostructured g-C₃N₄ rods, which are superior for NADH regeneration (Fig. 9a–c). An in situ enzymatic scheme for amino acid synthesis could be realized (Fig. 9d–f).⁷⁰ Recently, they extended the photocatalytic route to the indirect electrochemical regeneration of NADH by using ultrathin g-C₃N₄ film electrodes and a rather conventional [Cp*Rh(bpy)Cl]Cl complex.⁷¹ There are however some key issues to be solved prior to practical applications of the photocatalytic cofactor regeneration system, such as mediator immobilization and the exploration of a noble metal-free mediator system.

The photocatalytic production of hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) on semiconductor catalysts with alcohol and O₂ is regarded as promising for safe and green H₂O₂ synthesis. The photocatalytic process could avoid the use of explosive H₂/O₂ mixed gases in the direct synthesis. The previously reported photocatalytic systems produced H₂O₂ usually with poor selectivity (~ 1%). Shiraiishi et al. reported that g-C₃N₄ efficiently produced H₂O₂ with very high selectivity up to 90% in an alcohol/water mixture with O₂ under visible light irradiation (λ > 420 nm).⁷² Raman spectroscopy and electron spin resonance analysis revealed that the high H₂O₂ selectivity was due to the efficient formation of 1,4-endoperoxide species on the g-C₃N₄ surface. One-electron reduction of O₂ (superoxide radical formation) was suppressed, enabling the selective promotion of H₂O₂ formation (two-electron reduction of O₂).⁷³ The enormous defects in larger surface area mpg-C₃N₄ could act as the active sites for the four-electron reduction of O₂ (instead of two-electron reduction) and also for the photocatalytic decomposition of H₂O₂. Therefore, to maximize the H₂O₂ formation with high activity and selectivity, g-C₃N₄ catalysts should possess a relatively large surface area but minimal surface defects.

Kiskan et al. reported the first successful use of mpg-C₃N₄ as a visible light photoinitiator in the free radical polymerization...
of vinyl monomers such as methyl methacrylate. They showed that mpg-C₃N₄ exhibits excellent performance in the initiation and can easily be separated from the polymerization mixture and reused without a significant loss of the activity. However, triethanolamine was still needed to close the light driven radical initiation step. The current paper’s authors recently found out that the exfoliated layered g-C₃N₄ itself could initiate the radical polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (abbreviated as NIPAAM) into a hydrogel. This process works similar to the TiO₂ nanosheets reported by Liu and Aida et al. The obtained PNIPAAM hydrogel possesses temperature responsive properties. In this case, the amines employed in Kiskan’s work that act as the sacrificial agent are not necessary, as water as such is activated. Woznica et al. found out that mpg-C₃N₄ was found to be an efficient heterogeneous photocatalyst for the radical cyclization of 2-bromo-1,3-dicarbonyl compounds to functionalized cyclopentanes under mild conditions. This reaction performed in THF can be conducted in a continuous flow photoreactor with THF playing the role of solvent and crucial proton and electron donors as well.

It was demonstrated that the yellow carbon nitride powder could also kill bacteria under illumination, which is already well known for TiO₂ photocatalysis, however now moved into the more appropriate visible light range. Huang et al. demonstrated that g-C₃N₄ could be employed as a metal-free catalyst for the inactivation of Escherichia coli K-12 (E. coli), a common Gram-negative bacterium, under visible light illumination. The authors explained that the oxidative pathway via the positive holes is dominant in the bacterial inactivation by carbon nitride photocatalysis. g-C₃N₄ could also be coupled with conventional Ag nanoparticles to enhance the antibacterial and biofilm elimination activity.

### 4.4 Devices of g-C₃N₄

Two-dimensional materials are fascinating. As the “infinite” extension of two-dimensional nanosheets, assembling g-C₃N₄ in the form of a film is crucial as it is an important step toward integrating its favorable properties and performance into a device. The straightforward way would be to place the presynthesized graphitic carbon nitride powder on desired substrates by coating techniques such as spin coating, and then sintering the sample. This is technically simple but has serious limitations in terms of film homogeneity, lamellar orientation, and accessing more elaborate sub-structures, and the practically realized structures up to now are usually not satisfactory or favorable for good device performance. Techniques relying on physical deposition such as pulsed laser deposition are able to produce high quality films of carbon nitride, while the cost induced by the valuable instruments has to be considered for the real commercialization.

Basically, two ways for synthesizing g-C₃N₄ based films can be differentiated: post-powder processing and in situ growth.
The post-powder processing refers to the possibility of employing the as-formed nanostructures for film formation. Zhang et al. fabricated a g-C₃N₄ film by depositing the as-exfoliated g-C₃N₄ nanosheet into a cellulose membrane by vacuum filtration while a free-standing g-C₃N₄ film could be obtained after dissolving the cellulose membrane template in acetone (Fig. 10a–c).¹⁷ The film was thought to be transferable to other conductive substrates. Zhang et al. adopted a more harsh condition to process as-formed g-C₃N₄ for film formation (Fig. 10d and e).⁸² They found that the chemical protonation of graphitic carbon nitride solids with nitric acid could result in a stable carbon nitride colloidal suspension, which can be processed into thin films by conventional dip/disperse-coating techniques. At the same time, Zhang et al. found out that g-C₃N₄ could dissolve in concentrated sulfuric acid with concentration up to 300 mg mL⁻¹, which could also enable film formation.⁵⁰

Recently, some report about in situ growth of g-C₃N₄ films in the presence of substrates came into the view. Xu et al. reported a liquid-mediated pathway for the growth of continuous polymeric carbon nitride thin films on several substrates, including FTO, TiO₂, molybdenum and aluminum foil.¹⁸ Typically, they placed an adequate amount of dried precursor powder into a crucible, totally covering the substrate placed at the crucible bottom. The crucible was then covered with a lid and heated at 550 °C for 4 h in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Aida et al. invented an evaporation technique for growing g-C₃N₄ based films on different substrates (Fig. 10f).⁸³ Liu et al. developed an economic and facile nanoconfinement method to fabricate a patterned graphitic carbon nitride film (Fig. 10g–i).³⁴ An “ink” (cyanamide) infiltrated anodic aluminum oxide stamp is found to be capable of “ink-jetting” carbon nitride films featuring regular microstructures of the stamp onto the substrates via in situ “chemical vapor deposition”. A photocurrent density of 30.2 μA cm⁻² at 1.23 V RHE is achieved for such a film printed on a conductive substrate. Besides the good photocurrent, the film grown on a normal glass slide could be peeled off from the substrate by immersing the whole glass inside water. As illustrated in Fig. 10h, the peeled whole piece of film floats on the water surface. Amazingly, due to the regular and periodic structure of the porous AAO template, the as-obtained film could possess a structural color and could be processed as a two-dimensional photonic crystal, adding to the functionality of the film.

Fig. 10 (a–c) Photograph of g-C₃N₄ nanosheet films with different thicknesses transferred onto a plastic substrate, showing transparent character. SEM image of the surface morphology for the thin film assembled from g-C₃N₄ nanosheets and schematic illustration of the layer-by-layer overlapping structure of assembled ultrathin g-C₃N₄ nanosheets. (d and e) The chemical protonation of graphitic carbon nitride solids with nitric acid could result in a stable carbon nitride colloidal suspension, which can be processed into thin films by conventional dip/disperse-coating techniques. (f) The evaporation technique for growing g-C₃N₄ based films on different substrates. (g–i) Schematic illustration of printing graphitic carbon nitride films on “sandwiching” substrates. The whole process includes four steps: (1) infiltration of the “ink” of cyanamide in AAO (inking the stamp); (2) sandwiching AAO with two substrates (applying the stamp to the substrates); (3) printing graphitic carbon nitride films on “sandwiching” substrates by the thermal condensation of cyanamide in a confined environment at 550 °C (printing the stamp onto the substrates via in situ nanoconfinement growth); (4) decomposition process by calcination in air to remove the CN residue on the AAO for its recycle (recycling the stamp). (Adapted with permission from ref. 17. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society; adapted with permission from ref. 82. Copyright (2015) the Wiley-VCH; adapted with permission from ref. 34. Copyright (2015) the Wiley-VCH.)
The visible-light-driven photoresponse could add possibility to the electrochemistry of g-C3N4. Zhang et al. observed that polymeric carbon nitrides have a photovoltaic effect and are promising in solar energy conversion. They fabricated the nanostructured solid n/p mixtures including ITO/PEDOT-PSS/mpg-C3N4 and ITO/mpg-C3N4/TiO2, and the photocurrent was greatly boosted to 90 and 150 μA cm−2, respectively, indicating that the light-generated excitons were more effectively dissociated in both cases. g-C3N4 exhibited reasonable efficiency as well as other merits including low cost, facility for mass-synthesis/chemical modification, and, in particular, in contrast to many other organic semiconductors, a high chemical stability against oxidation (stable in air up to 550 °C). However, considering the non-optimized device layout (specifically poor film quality) and the thereby low photocurrent and open-circuit voltage, the work was viewed as “proof of concept” even by the authors themselves.

Xu et al. employed a liquid-mediated pathway solution to fabricate a relatively good-quality carbon nitride film and incorporated the as-obtained g-C3N4 film into organic solar cells to behave as an electron acceptor in combination with P3HT, obtaining an open-circuit voltage of more than 1 V. The rather low short-circuit current and overall low efficiency however indicated that the device was not optimized. The exploration of photovoltaics nevertheless allows opening up a new application aspect. The same authors also fabricated simple organic light-emitting diodes with the carbon nitride layer sandwiched between a glass/ITO substrate and a Ca/Al top electrode. However, they found a strong redshift for the electroluminescence compared with the photoluminescence, which they ascribed to the disorder of the film and the dominant emission from such defect sites.

Due to the synergistic effects of layer-by-layer structures via π–π stacking and/or charge-transfer interactions, g-C3N4 nanosheets/GO composites show improved conductivity, electro-catalytic and selective oxidation performance. Inspired by the successful examples of graphene oxide as the active insulator in memory diodes, Zhao et al. found out that an atomically thick g-C3N4 nanosheet was also capable of acting as the active insulator layer for memory devices. Employing graphene as the electrode, the as-fabricated g-C3N4 based memory device shows nonvolatile electrical bistability and a rewritable memory effect with a reliable ON/OFF ratio of up to 10^5.

4.5 g-C3N4 as a structuring agent

Nanotemplates, as versatile crafting blueprints, have been widely used in nanomaterial architecture and texture fabrication. A good template could easily define the formation of a nanostructure while it does not disturb the local bonding motifs of the final substance. Nanostructured g-C3N4 was fabricated by using different hard and soft templates, as described above. Interestingly, g-C3N4 itself could also act as a structuring agent, either as a sacrificial “hard” (refers to preformed g-C3N4 nanostructures) or “soft” (refers here to an in situ generated g-C3N4) template for synthesizing desired architectures. The extraordinary thermal behavior easily allows the removal of g-C3N4 after or during the templating process by simply increasing the calcination temperature beyond 600 °C, while the carbon nitride templates are rather stable below the decomposition temperature. In addition to the nanostructure confinement effect, g-C3N4 could also simultaneously provide the C and N source for further chemical conversions, respectively.

Large-scale synthesis of nitrogen-rich carbon nitride microfibers could be achieved by the thermal evaporation of graphitic carbon nitride. Due to the high thermal stability of the g-C3N4 precursor, it gradually sublimed and produced a constant CNx (x > 1) vapor pressure, which is not only important for the large-scale formation of one-dimensional structures, but also for achieving a large length/diameter ratio of the desired microfibers (Fig. 11). Fischer et al. showed that mpg-C3N4 can act as both the confinement template and the nitrogen source for the preparation of metal nitride nanoparticles. Starting from the SiO2 template, two-step replication was adopted to fabricate the desired metal nitride nanoparticles via an intermediary negative mpg-C3N4 replica. The morphology of the final metal nitride nanostructures was a close but slightly smaller copy of the original SiO2 template. Using this approach, ternary metal nitride particles with diameters smaller than 10 nm composed of aluminum gallium nitride and vanadium were synthesized, respectively. Due to the confinement effect of the carbon nitride matrix, the composition of the resulting metal nitride can be easily adjusted by changing the concentration of the preceding precursor solution. Thus, rather unconventional ternary metal nitride nanoparticles with continuously adjustable metal composition can also be produced.

By using g-C3N4 as the soft template, Gao et al. reported the SiO2-assisted synthesis of TaON over Ta2N3 nanoparticles with tailored composition through the calcination of Ta–urea gels with desired urea/Ta ratios, which could be employed for alkene epoxidation. Urea was converted into carbon nitride (CNx) species on the SiO2-surface at mild temperature, which further slowly acted to release active nitrogen species for controlled nitridation. The electronic properties of Ta were tuned by the different nitridation levels in TaON and Ta2N3 NPs. This controlled nitridation significantly improved the activity for alkene epoxidation, as compared to Ta2O5 NPs.

Two-dimensional carbon materials ranging from freestanding monolayers to oligo-layered graphenes could be obtained by the calcination of glucose in the presence of in situ generated layered graphitic carbon nitride using dicyandiamide as a sacrificial “soft” template, as reported by Li and Antonietti (Fig. 12). The simple synthetic process required neither catalyst nor solvent and was used to convert glucose directly into polycrystalline carbon sheets having a “patched” multidomain graphene structure with lateral domains 2–15 nm in size. The obtained carbon assemblies exhibit high conductivity, high specific surface area, and unexpectedly good solution processability. The authors also extended the synthesis strategy to incorporate boron and nitrogen into the graphene network, thus creating excellently selective catalysts for organic oxidation reactions.
5. Summary and outlook

Only less than 10 years ago, an essentially neglected material, graphitic carbon nitride, was revived to a new level as a heterogeneous organocatalyst and was found to be a photocatalyst to produce hydrogen under visible light. This already stimulated broader research on pursuing pathways for an affordable, clean energy future based on this material and its derivatives.
Its unique electronic structure with both an appropriate bandgap and band position to run relevant oxidation and reduction processes, as well as its high stability against temperature, acids, bases, and organic solvents, are intrinsic features favorable for applications also beyond photocatalysis. As this comes with facile synthesis, low price, non-toxicity, metal-free character, and photoelectric effects, it is a posteriori no surprise that g-C$_3$N$_4$ related research has meanwhile spread out to an even much broader range of applications that are beyond conventional catalysis scopes, far beyond what we could imagine in its starting. The current review is aiming to illustrate in a timely manner the versatility and importance of g-C$_3$N$_4$ in these new applications, where of course the transition from the already well-reviewed “older” applications is fluent. These applications include novel ultra-sensitive sensing, stable and photobleaching-poor bioimaging, drug delivery, novel photovoltaic and light emitting devices, data storage, but also processes like templating of novel materials and device manufacturing, including remnant molecular data storage.

Based on these findings and the newly disclosed properties, we believe that the exploration of potential g-C$_3$N$_4$ application just has started. This is also to say that this review, although detailed, can hardly cover all aspects even of the selected novel topics. Nevertheless, the research outlined here should be suitable to some extent convince the readers that g-C$_3$N$_4$ is not an old fashion but is continuing to bring more exciting chemistry with a wide range of applications.

Though many emerging applications are summarized in the above sections, there are still a bunch of studies located outside where we dare to list them as perspectives of the field. (i) For instance, ultrathin g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets with hydrogen dangling bonds can be regarded as new metal-free room temperature ferromagnetic two dimensional nanomaterials. The introduced hydrogen dangling bonds into the g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets can induce intrinsic ferromagnetism, and the saturation magnetization value of the g-C$_3$N$_4$ ultrathin nanosheets at room temperature was as high as 0.015 emu g$^{-1}$. By employing first-principles calculations based on density functional theory, Li et al. showed that nonmagnetic g-C$_3$N$_4$ patterned in the form of a kagome lattice becomes ferromagnetic with its magnetic properties further enhanced by applying external strain.$^{90}$ We assume that more of these promising properties can be explored by the synergy of the unique covalent structure and the special $\pi$-conjugated aromaticity of the material.

(ii) For the use in structural hybrids, Shi et al. showed that the integration of g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets into a polymer with interfacial hydrogen bonding interactions between the two could greatly improve the thermal stability and the mechanical properties of the polymer.$^{91}$ Specifically, with the addition of 6.0 wt% g-C$_3$N$_4$, the tensile strength of sodium alginate nano-composite films was dramatically enhanced by 103%, while the Young’s modulus remarkably increased from 60 to 3540 MPa. In particular, in the area of aqueous hydrogels partly touched also in the main text, we expect to see a number of new hybrid systems based on the principle. Here, we also want to mention
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that such hybrids for instance enable a highly improved resolution in gel-electrophoresis, an effect we attribute to local field effects within such dielectric structure media.

(iii) Combined with reduced graphene oxide, g-C$_3$N$_4$/rGO was proven by Wang et al. to be an effective modifier for porous polyethersulfone substrates in forming a thin film composite to set-up osmosis membranes. The very efficient water permeability in such a modified membrane could be mainly attributed to the optimization of pore structures and improved wettability; (iv) Oh et al. reported the regenerative and selective CO$_2$ capture by metal-free large surface area carbon nitride heterostructures (Fig. 13). It was analyzed that the strong dipole interaction induced by electron-rich nitrogen at nonplanar microporous carbon nitride geometry enforces the specific and reversible adsorption of CO$_2$ under ambient conditions. The resultant composite structure exhibited a CO$_2$ adsorption capacity under ambient conditions (0.43 mmol g$^{-1}$) and high CO$_2$ selectivity against N$_2$. The authors employed first-principles thermodynamics calculations to reveal that the microporous edges of graphitic carbon nitride offer the optimal CO$_2$ adsorption by induced dipole interaction and allow excellent CO$_2$ selectivity as well as facile regeneration ability. We expect that this is just the tip of a much broader research area to come, as the chemoselectivity of carbon nitride interactions also for other gases by far exceeds the one of the corresponding carbons and silica and can in addition be tuned by metal doping, as described in the sensing chapters.

(v) Exfoliated g-C$_3$N$_4$ nanosheets could form a stable sol in the aqueous solution. Under some extreme conditions, Zhang and coworkers reported that g-C$_3$N$_4$ could be dissolved and form true thermodynamic solutions in concentrated sulfuric acid, with g-C$_3$N$_4$ concentration up to 300 mg mL$^{-1}$ (~14 wt%) at room temperature. Due to the 2000 time higher concentration than those of previous dispersions, the first successful liquid-state NMR spectra of g-C$_3$N$_4$ were obtained, and a lyotropic liquid crystal phase of g-C$_3$N$_4$ was also observed. It is believed that such and similar solubilization methods and the alignment in a liquid crystalline state will open a new era of g-C$_3$N$_4$ processing for broader applications.

Actually, the more we try to understand about this material, the more unexpected chemistry and physicochemical properties are discovered, and more room can be accessed for picturing its colorful future. As the g-C$_3$N$_4$ renaissance research is going to enter the second decade, however, the past research and achievements also left us many questions to answer, which were categorized into three main aspects herein. First of all, predictable and controllable methods to synthesize nanostructured g-C$_3$N$_4$ particles, nanosheets, aggregates, and films remain an active target, as there is much to control and improve. Theoretical understanding of the structure formation and evolution should join these efforts to direct the experimental synthesis. Second, engineering aspects such as device development toward practical applications should be more emphasized, including

---

**Fig. 13** (a) Schematic illustration of carbon nitride aerogel for selective CO$_2$ gas capture against N$_2$. (b) Density function theory (DFT) analysis of gas adsorption. Optimized geometry of heptazine-based g-C$_3$N$_4$ (top and side view, respectively). (c) Averaged DFT adsorption energies of single CO$_2$/N$_2$ at the pore site (P), heptazine (H) and tertiary N (T), in comparison with pristine graphene. (d) Estimated CO$_2$/N$_2$ occupation number as a function of the total pressure (10% CO$_2$ and 90% N$_2$), following first-principles thermodynamics and grand canonical ensemble formalism. (Adapted with permission from ref. 94. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.)
photoelectrodes, environmental low price sensors, bioimaging, solar cells, etc. Therein, the performance of the g-C₃N₄ based devices is centrally based on the material composition and structure. With an optimized material composition and structure, for instance the solar energy conversion efficiency can certainly be further enhanced, or the response speed and detection capacity of sensors could also be improved. Such improvements are however only possible in close cooperation with physicists and engineers. Last but not the least, a deep and comprehensive understanding of the g-C₃N₄ based electronic structure, also in the excited states, should be pursued. Fundamental ab initio theoretical studies as well as molecular simulations are highly desirable to understand the underlying phenomena to guide the improvement in a model-based sense.

With that and all the very promising examples of the new effects of only the last 2–3 years in mind, we have good reasons to believe that the g-C₃N₄ based work remains a hotspot of modern materials chemistry, and we firmly believe the efforts devoted to its study will likely pay off for society in a very near future.
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